Rally Vehicle Agreement

Rally Vehicle Scheme

Rally Vehicle Agreement and Conditional Registration Conditions of Operation

This document forms the agreement between the Applicant and the Approved Organisation for the inclusion of an eligible Rally Vehicle in the Rally Vehicle Scheme (RVS), and details the Rally Vehicle’s Conditional Registration Conditions of Operation.

Conditionally Registered Rally Vehicles operating under the RVS may be operated on road and road related areas only under the following conditions:

- During competition and liaison/transport stages of a sanctioned Rally event.
- During testing of competition stages by Approved Organisation officials for a sanctioned Rally event.
- During official training sessions for a sanctioned Rally event.
- During a sanctioned public display and/or promotional activity.
- For course checking/establishment/survey of rally route during preparation of a Rally Event (except if the Rally Vehicle’s electronic stability control has been disabled or removed).
- For servicing and maintenance of the Rally Vehicle
- Driving to and from a sanctioned Rally Event and accommodation/place of residence.

The onus is at all times on the Applicant/registered operator/driver to provide evidence that the Rally Vehicle is being used in accordance with the Conditions of Operation. Details of Rally Vehicle use must be recorded in a Vehicle Log Book.

When being driven on roads and road related areas, the driver of a Rally Vehicle must:

- Ensure the vehicle is Conditionally Registered with RMS, and fitted with current and valid Rally Vehicle conditional registration number plates and label,
- Hold and carry a current and valid Competition Licence,
- Hold and carry a current and valid class ‘C’ or higher Civil Driver Licence (not a learner driver licence),
- Carry a current and valid Vehicle Logbook,
- Carry a signed copy of this document,
- Carry the Certificate of Approved Operations issued by RMS,
- Provide proof of compliance with the conditions of use if requested.

Rally Vehicle drivers must carry and produce the above documents to authorised law enforcement officers, RMS officers and Approved Organisation officials upon request.

Any breach of the abovementioned conditions may result in sanctions by the Approved Organisation, and suspension and cancellation of the Rally Vehicle’s Conditional Registration by RMS, and prosecution.

I, (insert name) of (insert address)  

____________________________________________________

Agree to abide by the Approved Organisation’s requirements and the Rally Vehicle Conditional Registration Conditions of Operation.

Signed: ___________________________ Date: ________________ Vehicle Log Book Number: ________________

Competition Licence Number: ________________ Civil Driver Licence Number: ________________

Entrants/Competitors Licence (if a corporation):

____________________________________________________
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